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Plaisted's Band Provides Music At Military Ball
Ban on Name Bands Closely Obeyed By Scabbard, Blade

Was Plated and his centermost will play for the Milairy Band, Still on Friday, Nov. 7, according to an announcement reaching the college last week, the top late's military society. Forces point out that he has one of the bands with the 'name bands' tag, as approved by the University's student repre- sentation.

The committee will be Strickin 10.1, 9.5. Clifford, B. B. Stelson, William Talbot, and Fred Wilkins.

Bowdoin's Donnay Streaks For End Zone To Score ...

**WARNING**

For Naval Reserve

They have been cast to play the roles of Abbie and Martha Brewster, two old ladies' brothers. Wilkinson had been cast to play the role of Mr. Gibbs in "Our Town," and "Mr. Diggory." He also has had experience in costum- ing, properties, stage crew, and di-

Throughout Winter

The Reverend Dr. Harper, the pastor of the Bowdoin Chapel, expressed the hope that the new and on-Age day, was also a fascinating drama of the Maine Masque Theatre's forthcoming production of "Arsenic and Old Lace." The program will be played at the "Speech Clinic of the Air, The University of Maine's weekly program of the day goes on the air from 9:30-10:00 on Radio WLB, the station which broadcasts the program each week. There is a price of "The Speech Clinic of the Air." The program, which is broadcast weekly, is produced by the University of Maine's speech department.

On 'Speech Clinic of the Air' will continue to present reports on the state of Maine. The program will be broadcast on the "Speech Clinic of the Air." The program, which is broadcast weekly, is produced by the University of Maine's speech department.
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Sacher Says:

**United States Declared War On Finland Immediately**

By Martin Sacher

The United States, in a surprise move, declared war on Finland immediately after a brief period of negotiations. The reason given was the Finnish government's failure to comply with the terms of the Non-Aggression Pact signed between the United States and Finland in 1942.

**But Court Co-eds Favor Hallowed**

By Frances Higgins

The annual court at the University of Maine was held on November 15, with the theme of "Hallowed." The event was attended by students from various colleges and universities across the country.

**Footlights And Other**

By Henry Fonda

Henry Fonda, star of the upcoming film "The Big Street," was seen on the campus of the University of Maine. He was promoting his new film and discussing his role in the movie.

**NYA Aid Still Available For Students In Wartime Courses**

Martin Scher, Associate Editor, reported that NYA aid is still available for students in wartime courses. NYA (National Youth Administration) is an agency that provides financial assistance to students in wartime.

**Looking At Maine**

By Betsy Hill

Betsy Hill, a writer for the Maine Campus, provided a perspective on the campus life during wartime.

**The Maine Campus**

The November 12, 1942 edition of the Maine Campus included various articles on campus life, war-related events, and entertainment options available to students.
Bowdoin Beats Maine For State Title; Frosh Tie Bridgton

Coach Jones Names Outstanding Men On Frosh Squad

By Monty

The frosh football team finished their season in style with a win over the University of Maine which finally confirmed the forecasts that Bob Brautlechs back; 155; 5.8; 20; 208; 19.6; 56; 10; 1; 0.5; 0.5.
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Bowdoin •

Coach Jones Names
Outstanding Men
On Frosh Squad

By Monty

The forenoon opened their season by beating Diller 27 to 15. On the next Saturday, October 13, a storm put a lid on the football for the time of 14 to 6. The forenoon rolled over the seniors in ten of the time of 26 to 8.

The last game of the season, with Quidgees, ended at a 7 to 7 tie.

The main men that Coach Jones named as outstanding backs for this year are Amonatoff, Harry, Maclean, and the three Maclean brothers. They have scored ten touchdowns and have been the backbone of the defense. They have been instrumental in the successful defense of the gridiron game for the first time two years ago.

The football team of the class of 1942 closed on a goal of 100 per cent. Without a doubt, the players who made this goal under their own power would have been harder to find in a much larger world.
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Student Senate Votes Down Change In Woman Rule Suggested by Pres. Hauck

The issue regarding the discontinuance or modification of freshman rules has been closed.
That was the decision arrived at by a 1-2 vote handed down by the Student Senate Tuesday night.
At that time the Senate voted to take negative action on the recommendation by President Hauck that the rules be modified to allow freshmen boys to accompany girl friends from Saturday noon to Monday night Sunday night at 7 P.M. until seven o'clock the following day, which includes representatives of the Freshman drama, and the students of the Independent Student's Organization and the Maine Campus.

It was felt that the Student Senate is concerned the freshman rules will remain unchanged, despite President Hauck's recommendation.

In this column last week, we wrote so far as to say that in general, the freshmen boys are against the modification of the freshman rules.

The Senate President, President of the Student Senate, told the group Tuesday night that the six men who were nominated for freshman classes two weeks ago met recently with representatives of the Student Senate, and the attitude expressed by these freshmen, was that they were satisfied with the present rules of the freshmen classes as they now exist.

The Senate president said that the majority of freshmen desired the continued maintenance of these rules as they now exist.

The Senate president further stated that the majority of freshmen expressed the belief that the present rules were distributed with a high view of the best interests of the students.

Upon investigation, we have come to the conclusion that the general attitude of the freshmen boys is to let the rules remain as they are.

Only a small group are dissatisfied.

Tuesday night that the six men who were nominated for freshman classes without too much harm resulting, and this year's class could get along together, select a representative, and let him talk the matter over with the Senate. Students believing in the rules, students believing in the rules.

Saturday night that the six men who were nominated for freshman classes without too much harm resulting, and this year's class could get along together, select a representative, and let him talk the matter over with the Senate. Students believing in the rules, students believing in the rules.

In presenting the charges, Dan Shih, chairman of Alpha Zeta, outlined the aims and activities of the Phi Kappa Sigma in Bangor as well as past and present leaders.

To this end, the Student Senate will take action.

Naval Reserve
The Naval reserve continues to be in the news. As the operational program of the U.S. Navy is set to be taken in Bangor.

Naval Reserve - -
(Continued from Page One)
Reserves vary from
the

Varsity Football - -
(Continued from Page Three)
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